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Abstract
In this paper, for any even positive integer p D 2n, we consider the function Ep.a/ D
TrT.aa/nU defined on a C-algebra A with a faithful trace Tr VA! C. We show that the
quadratic form Q.Ep/a associated to the Hessian of Ep at a 2A is non-negative and for p >
2 we give a simple characterization of the null-space. Finally, we show that g.t/ D Ep.a C
t b/ is at least as convex as tp uniformly with respect to b. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider, for any even positive integer p D 2n, the function
Ep.a/ D TrT.aa/nU defined on a C-algebra A with a faithful trace Tr VA!
C. Note that Ep.a/ D .kakp/p, where kakp is the usual p-norm of Shatten on A
(see [7, p. 113] or [2]). We are interested in convexity properties of Ep.
In Proposition 3.1 of Section 3, we show that the quadratic form Q.Ep/a asso-
ciated to the Hessian H.Ep/a of Ep at a point a is non-negative. Furthermore, in
Theorem 4.3, we obtain a simple description of the directions b where it degenerates
(for p > 2), i.e. Q.Ep/a.b/ D 0.
In Section 5, we show that Ep VA! R is a strictly convex function in spite of
the fact that its Hessian may be singular when p > 2. In addition, we introduce the
notion of convexity of type s > 1, which expresses roughly the fact that in every
direction b the function is “at least as convex as ts ” (Definition 1). Theorem 5.4
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shows that at least in the finite dimensional case, Ep.a/ has precisely this type of
convexity for s D p.
We conjecture that the results above are true in any von Neumann algebraA and
for any real p > 1 where the function Ep.a/ is defined in this case by Ep.a/ D
Trjajp:
In [1,8], metric properties of homogeneous reductive spaces [5] of the unitary
group in a C-algebra are studied. The Finsler metric of these spaces is deduced
from the ambient norm in the algebra. In a forthcoming paper with C. Durán, we
will examine variational properties of the metric in the Grassmann manifold of a
C-algebra where the metric comes from the Finsler structure obtained from the p-
norms in the algebra. In this study, the convexity properties of the functions Ep are
essential.
2. Preliminaries
We consider a C-algebraA with a faithful trace Tr V A! C, and letT be the
real part of Tr. The real traceT is then a bounded linear formT VA! R with the
following properties (see [7]):
1. 8a; b 2A,T.a/ DT.a/,T.ab/ DT.ba/.
2. T is positive, i.e. positive valued on the positive elements ofA (strictly positive
on non-trivial positive elements ofA).
We consider the scalar product inA given by
ha; bi DT.ba/ 8a; b 2A :
Some immediate properties of this scalar product are
ha; bi D hb; ai D ha; bi D hb; ai 8a; b 2A;
and we have the induced norm
kak2 D
pha; ai D pT.aa/ 8a 2A :
Also, for any positive real s, we shall consider the s-norm inA (see [7] or [2]) which
is given by
kaks D s
p
T .aa/s=2:
3. The Hessian of the trace of .aa/n
The trace of .aa/n, i.e. TrT.aa/nU, is a real number. Hence we may just look
at TT.aa/nU. In Proposition 3.1, in this section, we show that the Hessian of the
mapping Ep.a/ DT.aa/n D
(kakpp is non-negative as a quadratic form.
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3.1. The first derivative
For a; b 2A, the derivative of Ep at a along b, .DEp/a .b/, is given by
.DEp/a .b/ D

d
dt
Ep.a C tb/

tD0
D

d
dt
T..a C tb/.a C tb//n

tD0
DT

d
dt
..a C tb/.a C tb//n

tD0
DT
X
lCmDn−1
.aa/l

d
dt
.a C tb/.a C tb/

tD0
.aa/m
DT
X
lCmDn−1
.aa/l.ab C ba/.aa/m
D nT.aa/n−1.ab C ba/:
3.2. The Hessian of Ep
The Hessian of Ep at a, H.Ep/a , is the bilinear form given by
H.Ep/a.b; b
0/
D .D2Ep/a .b; b0/ D

d
dt
(
DEp

.aCtb0/ .b/

tD0
D nT

d
dt
(
.a C tb0/b C b.a C tb0/ (.a C tb0/.a C tb0/n−1
tD0
D nT .b0b C bb0/.aa/n−1
C nT
X
lCmDn−2
.ab C ba/.aa/l.b0a C ab0/.aa/m:
We also call the Hessian of Ep at a the associated quadratic form Q.Ep/a which in
any given direction b is given by Q.Ep/a.b/ D H.Ep/a.b; b/. We can write explic-
itly
Q.Ep/a.b/ D pT .bb/.aa/n−1
C nT
X
lCmDn−2
.ab C ba/.aa/l.ba C ab/.aa/m:
We set the notation K0 D aa, K2 D bb (positive elements inA) and K1 D ba C
ab (symmetric inA) and we write
Q.Ep/a.b/ D pT .K2/.K0/n−1 C nT
X
lCmDn−2
K1K0
lK1K0
m:
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If we set r and q as positive square roots of K0 and K2, respectively (see Chapter 4
in [3] or [4]), i.e. r2 D K0, q2 D K2, we can write
Q.Ep/a.b/ D pT .K2/.K0/n−1 C nT
X
lCmDn−2
K1K0lK1K0m
D pTqqrn−1rn−1 C n
X
lCmDn−2
TK1rlrlK1rmrm
D pTrn−1qqrn−1 C n
X
lCmDn−2
TrmK1rlrlK1rm
D pkqrn−1k22 C n
X
lCmDn−2
krlK1rmk22 : (1)
The computation above shows that:
Proposition 3.1. The Hessian of Ep in any given direction b is a sum of squares of
norms; and hence it is non-negative.
4. The null-space of the Hessian
Here we study conditions that characterize the null-spaceN of the Hessian of
Ep (p > 2) at a. By definitionN is the subspace ofA given by (see [6])
N D fb 2A j H.Ep/a.b; b0/ D 0 for every b0 2Ag:
Due to the fact that Q.Ep/a is a non-negative quadratic form (Proposition 3.1), the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality shows that N is just the subspace given by Q.Ep/a
.b/ D H.Ep/a.b; b/ D 0. If b 2N, we say that the Hessian is degenerate in the
direction b. Next we show that
N D fb 2A j ab D 0 D bag:
First we present two lemmas that discuss the equations b.aa/k D 0 and ba
.aa/k D 0 which are related to the null-spaces of the Hessian of Ep for the cases of
n odd or even.
Lemma 4.1. Let k 2 N; and a; b 2A. Suppose b.aa/k D 0; and b.aa/k D 0;
then ab D ba D ba D ab D 0.
Proof. Consider the C-algebraA as a subalgebra of bounded operators on a Hil-
bert spaceH. Let H1 D ker.a/ H and H2 D ker.a/ H. Consider the operator
a VH!H written in block form with respect to the orthogonal decompositions of
H induced by H1 in the domain and by H2 in the codomain, i.e. a V H?1  H1 !
H?2  H2 is given by the operator matrix
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a D

a11 a12
a21 a22

; where a11 V H?1 ! H?2 ; etc.
Observe that 0 D a12 V H1 ! H?2 and 0 D a22 V H1 ! H2. Observing that H2 D
ker a D . img a/?, it follows that 0 D a21 V H?1 ! H2. Hence a is given by the
operator matrix
a D

 0
0 0

; where  V H?1 ! H?2 is invertible:
Similarly, the adjoint operator a V H?2  H2 ! H?1  H1 is given by the operator
matrix
a D

 0
0 0

; where  V H?2 ! H?1 is the adjoint of :
With this notation, we have
aa D

 0
0 0

and .aa/k D

./k 0
0 0

;
where  V H?1 ! H?1 and ./k V H?1 ! H?1 are injective and both have dense
images in H?1 for any k 2 N.
We write b VH!H in matrix form with respect to the orthogonal decomposi-
tionsH D H?1  H1 in the domain andH D H?2  H2 codomain, i.e.
b D

b11 b12
b21 b22

; where b11 V H?1 ! H?2 ; etc.
From the hypothesis in the lemma, we have b.aa/k D 0, hence we can write
0 0
0 0

D

b11 b12
b21 b22
 
./k 0
0 0

D

b11./k 0
b21./k 0

:
Then we have b11./k D 0 and b21./k D 0, but ./k has a dense image in
H?1 . Hence by the continuity of the operator b we get b11 D 0 and b21 D 0.
Similarly, by hypothesis, b.aa/k D 0. Then
0 0
0 0

D

0 0
b12 b22
 
./k 0
0 0

D

0 0
b12 ./k 0

:
So we have b12 ./k D 0. Also ./k has a dense image (in H?2 ). By continuity,
we have that b12 D 0 and hence b12 D 0. So we have that
b D

0 0
0 b22

:
With the computations above we conclude ab D 0 and ab D 0 just by looking at
these products in operator matrix form. Finally, considering the ’s of these identi-
ties, we get ba D 0 and ba D 0 to complete the proof of the lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let k 2 N; and a; b 2A. Suppose ba.aa/k D 0; and ba.aa/k D
0; then ab D ba D ba D ab D 0.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1. We leave the details for the reader. 
Theorem 4.3. The Hessian of the mapping Ep; for p > 2; is degenerate at a along
the direction b if and only if ab D ba D 0 .D ba D ab/.
Proof. Suppose b 2N. Recall the expression of the Hessian of Ep, as given by
formula (1).
H.Ep/a.b; b/ D pT .K2/.K0/n−1 C nT
X
lCmDn−2
K1K0
lK1K0
m
D pkqrn−1k22 C n
X
lCmDn−2
krlK1rmk22
with T .K2/.K0/n−1 D kqrn−1k22 and TK1K0lK1K0m D krlK1rmk22. All these
terms must be 0 for the Hessian to vanish. In particular, the first termT .K2/.K0/n−1
must be 0, i.e.T bb.aa/n−1 D 0.
Now observe that Ep.a/ D Ep.a/ for all a 2A. Hence, Q.Ep/a.b/ D H.Ep/a
.b; b/ D H.Ep/a.b; b/ D Q.Ep/a.b/ and we haveT bb.aa/n−1 D 0.
To conclude we separate the cases n odd from n even:
n odd: If n is odd, say nD2kC1 and H.Ep/a.b; b/D0, we haveT bb.aa/2k D
0. Hence kb.aa/kk22 D 0, and T bb.aa/2k D 0. Hence kb.aa/kk22 D 0. Then
b.aa/k D 0 and b.aa/k D 0. By Lemma 4.1, we have that ab D ba D ba D
ab D 0.
n even: If n is even, say n D 2k C 2 and H.Ep/a.b; b/ D 0, we have T bb
.aa/2kC1 D 0. Hence kba.aa/kk22 D 0, and T bb.aa/2kC1 D 0. Hence kba
.aa/kk22 D 0. Then ba.aa/k D 0 and ba.aa/k D 0. By Lemma 4.2, we have
that ab D ba D ba D ab D 0. 
5. A convexity property of TrT.aa/nU
For any positive integer n and p D 2n, the function Ep VA! R is convex, for
Ep is the composition of the p-norm (which is a convex function) with the monomi-
al xp (p > 2) which is convex and non-decreasing for x > 0. In fact, Ep VA!
R is strictly convex as the following argument shows. Suppose that for a1 =D a2
in A, there exists 0 < t0 < 1 such that Ep.t0a1 C .1 − t0/a2/ D t0Ep.a1/ C .1 −
t0/Ep.a2/. We consider the polynomial h.t/ D Ep.ta1 C .1 − t/a2/ − tEp.a1/ −
.1 − t/Ep.a2/ which has degree p > 2, is non-positive in T0; 1U, is convex and has
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a local maximum at t0 (h.t0/ D 0). If the local maximum at t0 is strict, then we
have a contradiction with the fact that h.t/ is convex. On the other hand, if the
local maximum at t0 is not strict, then we have an infinite number of zeros of the
polynomial h.t/ which contradicts the fact that h has degree larger than 1.
We will show that Ep has a stronger convexity property: namely that it is convex
of type p according to Definition 1, at least in the case whenA is a sub-algebra of
Mdd.C/, the algebra of complex d  d matrices and Tr is the usual trace.
Recall our previous notationK0 D aa,K1 D ab C ba andK2 D bb used ear-
lier in this work. The mapping h.t/ V R ! R, given by h.t/ D Ep.a C tb/, can be
written as
Ep.a C tb/DT
(
.a C tb/.a C tb/n
DT
h
.aa C .ab C ba/ t C .bb/ t2/n
i
DT
h
.K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n
i
:
The expression .K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n expands to a sum of 3n terms, namely all
the possible words of size n in the three “symbols”: K0; K1 t and K2 t2. The expres-
sion .K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n can also be written as a polynomial in t of degree p with
coefficients inA. We write .K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n as
.K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n D
pX
iD0
Ga;b.i/ t
i ;
where Ga;b.i/ is the sum of all the words in the three symbols K0; K1 and K2 of
order i “relative to the variable t”, i.e. those words that have say, k instances of K1
and l instances of K2 with k C 2l D i. The summands of Ga;b.i/ shall be called
i-words.
Finally, we define Ca;b.i/ DTGa;b.i/ and we have
Ep.a C tb/ DT.K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n D
pX
iD0
Ca;b.i/ t
i :
Proposition 5.1. If the Hessian of the mapping Ep is 0 at a along the direction b;
then
Ga;b.i/ D 0 .and Ca;b.i/ D 0/ for i 2 f1 ; 2; : : : ; p − 1g:
Proof. It is a straightforward exercise to see that every i-word Wa;b.i/, for i 2
f1 ; 2; : : : ; p − 1g contains at least one factor from the set fK1; K2K0; K0K2g. From
Theorem 4.3, we have that ab D ba D 0 D ba D ab. HenceK1 D ba C ab D
0, K2K0 D bbaa D 0 and K0K2 D aabb D 0. Then for i 2 f1 ; 2; : : : ; p − 1g,
any i-word is 0, and hence Ga;b.i/ D 0 and Ca;b.i/ DTGa;b.i/ D 0. 
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Corollary 5.2. If Ca;b.2/ D 0; then Ga;b.i/ D 0 .and Ca;b.i/ D 0/ for i 2 f1 ; 2;
: : : ; p − 1g.
Proof. Observe that Q.Ep/a.b/ D 2Ca;b.2/ D 0. By Proposition 5.1, it follows that
Ga;b.i/ D 0 (and Ca;b.i/ D 0) for i 2 f1 ; 2; : : : ; p − 1g. 
Corollary 5.3. If the Hessian of the mapping Ep is 0 at a along the direction b;
then
Ep.a C tb/ DT.K0/n CT.K2/n tp D kakpp C kbkpp tp:
Proof. This follows immediately from the following calculation and Proposition 5.1
(Ca;b.i/ D 0 for i 2 f1 ; 2; : : : ; p − 1g):
Ep.a C tb/ DT
h
.K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n
i
D
pX
iD0
Ca;b.i/ t
i
DT.K0/n CT.K2/n tp DT.aa/n CT.bb/n tp: 
Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 show that the term Ca;b.2/ t2 in the expression of Ep.a C
tb/ dominates the terms Ca;b.i/t i for i 2 f1; : : : ; p − 1g in the sense that Ca;b.2/ D
0 implies Ca;b.i/ D 0 for i 2 f1; : : : ; p − 1g. This suggests that either for t small the
function Ep.a C tb/ has quadratic convexity as a function of t (if Ca;b.2/ =D 0/, or
else Ca;b.2/ D 0 and Ep.a C tb/ is just .kakp/p C .kbkp/p tp.
The non-linear part of Ep.a C tb/ is the “excess” of Ep.a C tb/ over its linear
approximation. The remarks above reveal that this excess (difference) is at least of
order tp. This leads us to the definition of convexity of type s below.
Definition 1. LetV be a normed vector space. We say that a differentiable function
g VV! R is convex of type s > 1 at a 2V if there exists a constant L > 0 and
some " > 0 such that if b 2V with kbk D 1 and jtj < ", then
g.a C tb/ − g.a/ − t

d
dt
g.a C tb/

tD0
> L jtjs :
It is easy to see that a convex function of type s > 1 is strictly convex.
Theorem 5.4. Let A  Mdd.C/ with the p-norm. For every positive even inte-
ger p the function Ep VA! R is convex of type p at every a 2A. Moreover; the
constant L may be set equal to 1.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to show that the second degree term dominates
uniformly (in b) the higher degree terms up to degree p − 1 (Proposition 5.5). We
start recalling the explicit form for Ep.a C tb/ with the notation introduced earlier
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Ep.a C tb/ DT
h
.K0 C K1 t C K2 t2/n
i
D
pX
iD0
Ca;b.i/ t
i :
Hence
Ep.a C tb/ − Ep.a/ − t

d
dt
Ep.a C tb/

tD0
D
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i C Ca;b.p/ tp D
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i CT..K2/n/ tp
D
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i C tp .sinceT..K2/n/ D kbkpp D 1/:
The equalities above show that the theorem follows immediately from Proposi-
tion 5.5. 
Proposition 5.5. In the conditions of Theorem 5:4; there exists " > 0 such that for
jtj < ";
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i > 0 8b 2A; with kbkp D 1:
The proof of this proposition boils down to the analysis of the coefficients Ca;b.i/.
We shall need some preliminary results and constructions presented in the following
section. Our proof gives an estimate of " which depends on a, d and p and it will be
completed in Section 5.2.
5.1. Preliminary constructions and propositions
Considering a “fixed” element a 2A as a linear mapping a VH!Hwe look at
two orthogonal decompositions of H associated to a and a, i.e. we
consider the orthogonal subspaces Ka D ker.a/, and K?a D ker?.a/ ofH and the
orthogonal decomposition H DHa D K?a  Ka . Similarly, the orthogonal sub-
spaces Ka D ker.a/, and K?a D ker?.a/ give the orthogonal decompositionH D
Ha D K?a  Ka . We look at any endomorphism m ofH, as a linear mapping m V
Ha !Ha but look at its dual m, as m VHa !Ha . Choosing some fixed basis
for each of the subspaces in the two decompositions, we give a matrix representation
to any m 2A.
In order to look closely at the estimates of ", we shall choose an orthonormal
basis ofHa D K?a  Ka and another orthonormal basis ofHa D K?a  Ka such
that aa VHa !Ha and aa VHa !Ha are represented by diagonal matrices,
both with non-negative entries (aa and aa are positive matrices).
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With the basis chosen as above, we have that any m 2A is written as 2  2
block-matrix. Say
m D

m11 m12
m21 m22

;
where m11 represents a homomorphism m11 V K?a ! K?a and, so on with the other
three blocks. Among the advantages of carefully choosing the orthogonal decompo-
sition above is the ease of representation of the adjoint m as
m D

m11 m21
m12 m22

;
where m21 V Ka ! K?a is the adjoint of m21 V K?a ! Ka and so on. The special
fixed elements a 2A and a are represented as
a D

 0
0 0

and a D

 0
0 0

such that  and  are both diagonal square blocks with positive (real) diagonal
entries (non-singular matrices).
We notice also that the trace of the matrices representing m1m2 VHa !Ha and
m1m

2 VHa !Ha are the usual traces of these elements inA.
In the matrix representation above, we refer to the block-coordinates of the ele-
ments ofA. For example, if m 2A is given by
m D

m11 m12
m21 m22

then the real and imaginary parts of the entries of m11 shall be called the (real)
1–1-coordinates of m, and so on for the other three blocks of m.
In what follows, we shall consider the special element a fixed, but we need to take
b variable inA. We write
b D

y11 y12
y21 x

and b D

y11 y21
y12 x

:
So we shall refer to the yij and yij variables as well as the x and x variables in
expressions containing b and b, meaning the real coordinate variables of b in the
corresponding blocks.
Proposition 5.6. For 2 6 i 6 p − 1; any i-word Wa;b.i/ has the 1–2 and 2–1-
coordinates of degree at most i − 1 with respect to the variables fx; xg and has
the 1{1 and 2{2-coordinates of degree at most i − 2 with respect to the variables
fx; xg.
Proof. This is proved by studying all possible cases of i-words Wa;b.i/ and keeping
track of the degrees which can occur in each block of the matrices. 1 
1 The details have been checked by the referee, and are available from the authors.
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Proposition 5.6 has the following corollaries.
Corollary 5.7. For 2 6 i 6 p − 1; any i-word Wa;b.i/ has traceTWa;b.i/ of de-
gree at most i − 2 with respect to the variables fx; xg.
Proof. Immediate. 
Corollary 5.8. If the i-word Wa;b.i/ has order n in the symbols K0; K1 and K2;
with 3 6 i 6 p − 1; thenTWa;b.i/ is a sum of monomials of degree >2 with respect
to the 1{1; 1{2 and 2{1-coordinates of b: Hence the coefficient Ca;b.i/ of t i in
Ep.a C tb/ is a sum of monomials with degrees >2 with respect to the 1{1; 1{2
and 2{1-coordinates.
Proof. By Proposition 5.6, the expressionTWa;b.i/ is a sum of monomials of de-
gree 6i − 2 with respect to the 2–2-coordinates. But the word Wa;b.i/ is homoge-
neous of order i with respect to b, and hence each entry of Wa;b.i/ is homogeneous
of order i with respect to the coordinates of b. We conclude thatTWa;b.i/ is a sum
of monomials with degrees >2 with respect to the 1–1, 1–2 and 2–1-coordinates
of b. It follows immediately that Ca;b.i/ DTGa;b.i/ is a sum of monomials with
degrees >2 with respect to the 1–1, 1–2 and 2–1-coordinates of b. 
Lemma 5.9. The coefficient Ca;b.2/ DTGa;b.2/ satisfies
Ca;b.2/ > M

T.y11y11/ CT.y12y12/ CT.y21y21/

;
where M > 0 is a constant which depends only on d; n; and a. Furthermore; M
may be taken as the minimum of the union of the spectra of the invertible operators
./n−1 and ./n−1.
Proof. Recall that for the block-matrix representation we have chosen, the matrices
aa and aa are diagonal with non-negative entries (eigenvalues). Furthermore, the
matrices  and  are non-singular, positive, diagonal matrices. We look at the
summands in Ca;b.2/, which are the traces of all the 2-words.
Consider the 2-word K2K0n−1 given by
K2K0n−1 D
 (
y11y11 C y21y21

./n−1 0(
y12y11 C xy21

./n−1 0
!
:
Then
T.K2K0
n−1/ DT
(
y11y11

./n−1

CT
(
y21y21

./n−1

> M1
(
T.y11y11/ CT.y21y21/

;
where M1 D minfn−1 j  is eigenvalue of g > 0: Consider also the 2-word K12
K0n−2 given by
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K12K0n−2 D
(
.y11 C y11/2 C y12y12

./n−2 0
y12
(
y11 C y11

./n−2 0

:
Then
T.K12K0n−2/ DT..y11 C y11/2./n−2/ CT.y12y12./n−2/:
But y11 C y11 is symmetric, and hence .y11 C y11/2 is a positive (may-
be singular) matrix. Then it has non-negative diagonal entries and .y11 C y11/2
./n−2 has also non-negative diagonal entries and
T..y11 C y11/2./n−2/ > 0:
On the other hand,
T.y12y12./n−2/ DT.y12y12./n−1/ > M2T.y12y12/;
where M2 D minfn−1 j  is eigenvalue of g > 0: Any other 2-word not consid-
ered so far has the form K0lK2K0n−l−1 with 0 < l 6 n − 1, or has the form K0lK1
K0kK1K0n−l−k−1 with 0 6 l; k 6 n − 1 and 0 < l C k 6 n − 1. These words have
non-negative trace. To see this, one rewrites K0 as the square of a positive matrix r
and chooses cyclic permutations of the factors in the words until they can be seen
formally to be positive. We conclude that
Ca;b.2/ > M1

T.y11y11/ CT.y21y21/
C M2 T.y12y12/
> M

T.y11y11/ CT.y12y12/ CT.y21y21/

;
where M D minfM1;M2g > 0. 
Lemma 5.10. For i 2 f3; : : : ; p − 1g; the quotient jCa;b.i/j=jCa;b.2/j is bounded
for all b 2A with kbkp D 1 and 0 < Ca;b.2/.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9 we have that
jCa;b.2/j > M
(
T.y11y11/ CT.y12y12/ CT.y21y21/

D M

ky11k22 C ky12k22 C ky21k22

:
Hence
jCa;b.i/j
jCa;b.2/j 6
jCa;b.i/j
Mj(ky11k22 C ky12k22 C ky21k22j :
Observe that ky11k22 C ky12k22 C ky21k22 is the sum of the squares of all the 1–1,
1–2 and 2–1-(real) coordinates of b. By Corollary 5.8, we have that for i 2 f3; : : : ;
p − 1g the coefficient Ca;b.i/ is a sum of monomials of degree >2 with respect to
the 1–1, 1–2 and 2–1-coordinates of b. Hence, jCa;b.i/j=jCa;b.2/j is bounded above
in any set of b’s, where 0 < Ca;b.2/ and kbkp D 1 (this unit sphere is compact for
we are in the finite dimensional case). 
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We shall use the following basic result about polynomials.
Lemma 5.11. Let q.t/ D tp C dp−1 tp−1 C dp−2 tp−2 C    C d0 be any monic
real polynomial of even degree p. If t0 is real and jt0j > maxf1;Pp−1iD0 jdijg; then
q.t0/ > 0.
Proof. This is a straightforward exercise on polynomials. Notice that q.t/ is a monic
real polynomial and has even degree. 
5.2. The proof of Proposition 5.5
We shall use the change of variables t D 1=u to get
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i D
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/

1
u
i
D

1
up
 p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ u
p−i :
Recalling that Ca;b.2/>0 we shall consider two cases: 0<Ca;b.2/ and Ca;b.2/D0.
1. If 0 < Ca;b.2/, we consider
Oj.u/ D
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/
Ca;b.2/
up−i D up−i C
p−1X
iD3
Ca;b.i/
Ca;b.2/
up−i ;
which has the same sign as
Pp−1
iD2 Ca;b.i/ t i .
By Lemma 5.10, for i 2 f3; : : : ; p − 1g the fraction jCa;b.i/j=jCa;b.2/j is bound-
ed for all b 2A with kbkp D 1 and 0 < Ca;b.2/. Hence there exists a constant
1 > 0 such that
p−1X
iD3
Ca;b.i/Ca;b.2/
 < 1
for all b 2A with kbkp D 1 and 0 < Ca;b.2/. By Lemma 5.11, we have that
Oj.u/ > 0 if juj > 2 D maxf1; 1g.
In this case, we can take " D 1=2 > 0.
2. If Ca;b.2/ D 0, then, by the condition for degeneracy of the Hessian as described
in Corollary 5.2, we have that Ca;b.i/ D 0 for i 2 f3; : : : ; p − 1g. Hence,
p−1X
iD2
Ca;b.i/ t
i D 0 8t 2 R:
In this case, we can take " D 1 (or any positive number).
The proof of Proposition 5.5 is complete. 
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